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Ora Luxe 
Winning Number Display

What sets the TCSJOHNHUXLEY Ora Luxe Display apart?
Ora Luxe offers visually stunning frames incorporating laser cut designs with inset LEDs that can be 
finished in brush metallic gold or black powder coat paint. 

Adaptive Graphics and Laser Cut Designs 
Ora Luxe offers visually stunning frames incorporating laser cut 
designs with inset LEDs that can be finished in brush metallic 
gold or black powder coat paint. LEDs can reflect Baccarat 
trends, show table minimums or cycle through an array of 
attract modes for players. Furthermore, variable high impact 
graphics can be configured through the Adaptive Modular 
Graphic System. This allows a plethora of variable graphics and 
animations to be configured in numerous combinations allowing 
winning numbers, stats, advertising content and video to be 
displayed exactly how the operator requires.

Features and Benefits

Suitable for Baccarat, Poker and Progressive games

Double-sided display to attract more attention to a table and 
increase marketing potential

Laser cut designs with inset LEDs for attraction, game status, 
trends, table minimums

Adaptive display screen graphics and multiple skins 

Option to incorporate an in-built camera, to provide extra 
security

Available in standalone or networked, which allows centrally 
controlled graphic content, media scheduling and streaming

Graphics and animations can be configured using winning
numbers, stats, advertising content and video

Easy installation with non-screw quick mount pole

Multiple language and currency options

Creates Impact and Excitement
Ora Luxe Winning Number Display offers a new dimension of 
game excitement and atmosphere in your casino with visually 
stunning frames incorporating inset stylish LEDs that create an 
impact across the casino floor. Available in 27” and 32” screen 
sizes the double-sided displays are designed and built specifically 
for the rigours of the 24/7 casino environment. Ora Luxe comes 
with variety of standard frame options and custom designs can 
also be produced for a minimum of 40 units. 
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Ora Luxe with Camera Cut-Out
Featuring all the benefits of Ora Luxe, the Ora Luxe with Camera 
Cut-Out incorporates a security camera built into an attractive 
sweeping frame. Available in 27” and 32” screen sizes and a 
variety of colours, the camera cut-out provides a stylish and 
aesthetically pleasing option, whilst providing peace of mind to 
operators.

Flexible and Easy to Control 
Like all TCSJOHNHUXLEY Winning Number Displays, Ora Luxe 
can be standalone where features are altered individually at 
the table, or networked to allow changes to be made from one 
central point to every display across the gaming floor. 
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Let’s get technical

Height inc. pole
Width
Depth
Pole height

819mm
677mm
40mm
322mm

Pole cut out 50mm diameter

Screen Double-sided screen

Screen size Available in 27” & 32” screens

Resolution 1080p HD

Input 2 x HDMI Cable input

LED Lights Yes

Voltage 12V / 7A
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27” Ora Luxe 27” Ora Luxe with Camera Cut-Out
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27” Ora Luxe

27” Ora Luxe with Cut-Out

Height inc. pole  906mm
Width   683mm
Depth   40mm
Pole height  322mm

Pole cut out  50mm diameter

Screen   Double-sided screen

Screen size  Available in 27” & 32” screens

Resolution  1080p HD

Input   2 x HDMI Cable input

LED Lights  Yes

Voltage   12V / 7A


